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Economic Environment 
      

 

The EIU’s top 10 risks to the global economy 2019 
 
The outlook for the global economy is worsening. Slowing growth in key economies such as 

China and the EU, combined with the impact of the trade war between the US and China, will 
decelerate global growth in the coming years.  
 
A number of wide-ranging and complex risks remain that could drive growth even lower, 
however, in 2019-20. Policymakers and business operating in today’s uncertain environment 
need to be aware of these potential upsets as they prepare their contingency strategies.  

 
This white paper presents a small snapshot of our risk quantification capabilities. We provide 
operational risk analysis on a country-by-country basis for 180 countries through our Risk 
Briefing. We also provide detailed credit risk assessments on 131 countries via our Country 
Risk Service.  
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Global Trends - Wine Industry Key Elements 
      

 

Gen Z uses channels to start social relationships with retailers 
 
Connecting with customers is important for all businesses. But knowing how your customers 
want to receive your messages -- and understanding how this differs by age -- could be the 
key to improving your business relationships with your customers and potential customers. A 
recent survey shows that Generation Z (Gen Z, born 1996 onwards) is more likely than any 
other generation to seek out positive conversation with retailers on social media compared to 
other age groups.  
Click here to read more 

 
  

 

‘Wine in Moderation’ – a unique international movement 
 
Over the last 10 years, Wine in Moderation has grown into a worldwide movement active in 

17 countries on 2 continents. Thousands of Wine in Moderation supporters have transformed 
an idea into a reality; changing a vision of few into something naturally and fully part of 
today’s wine culture.  

 
Widely recognised and referenced as good practice by international, European and national 
authorities, Wine in Moderation strives to continuously improve, advance and achieve 

excellence. And as our societies evolve, more and more people value their well-being, the 
sustainability of the environment and of their communities.  
 
Wine consumers are drinking less but carefully choose their wines, looking for a real 
experience that goes along with their values and lifestyle; and witnessing a heritage that 
embodies wisdom, art, passion, balance and care. Wine in Moderation is therefore relevant 
now more than ever, as the world becomes increasingly aware of the need for moderation 

and self-responsibility. Wine businesses should therefore evolve together with their 
customers and society.  
Click here to read more  

 

http://www.stratscan.co.za/stratscan_sawis/jsp/reports/downloadDocument.jsp?id=86ecfcbc1e9f1ae5ee2d71910877da36&docID=bd686fd640be98efaae0091fa301e613
https://www.zdnet.com/article/gen-z-use-channels-as-to-start-social-relationships-with-retailers/
https://www.euractiv.com/section/agriculture-food/opinion/wine-in-moderation-a-unique-international-movement/


  

 

Old Vines That Still Make Great Wine 
 
 
There’s a lot of buzz about the high-quality wines made from old vines. Whether or not 
you’re a believer, old-vine vineyards represent some of the most dramatic and authentic 
representations of wine history, tradition and appreciation. From roots that are intricately 
twisted and gnarled due to decades of weathered life to sky-high vines, these beauties offer 

archival perspective and pure expressions of the terroir they’ve become remarkably 
synergized with.  
 
Take a tour of some of the world’s most distinct old-vine vineyards, including sites where 
vines should have never survived and some of the first plantings in now-widely explored 
regions. Visually impactful and capable of yielding special wines of character, behold the 
beauty that old vines offer.  

Click here to read more  
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